Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Fix Z Buffer Problems


You will need:
Transmogrifier (Tmog)
A graphics program capable of working with greyscale images, masking & lightening/darkening images
	An object with Z Buffer issues
Z sprites for your object
	The Sims game


Notes:
'Z Buffers' tell the game where an object is positioned on a tile, relative to everything else in the game. Part of an object's 'Z Sprites', they use a system of grey colours that the game reads as the object's depth and distance.

Z buffer problems occur when an object's Z buffers (or 'Zs/Z's') don't quite match where the object is in the game. This can result in the object poking (also known as 'bleeding') or sinking through walls, other objects or Sims.

This is not a complete object creation tutorial, but merely instructions on how to fix most Z buffer problems. 


Steps:
So you're in your game, testing some new objects you've just made, and you notice they don't quite look right. Your new table lamp looks like the base is sinking into the table. Part of the back on your new chair looks like it's pushing into the wall. Some of your new bed pokes through when the wall beside it goes up. The whole side of a new counter pokes through the wall it's next to. All of these are Z buffer problems and while fixing them may be a bit tedious, it's usually not difficult to do.

The first step is to identify what sort of Z buffer issue your object is suffering from. There are three kinds. 
	If it's disappearing into a wall behind it, or sinking into a table or the floor, the Zs are too light.
	If it's poking through another object, a wall in front of it or a Sim, the Zs are too dark.
	If an entire side (or most of it) is showing through a wall, either the Zs are way too dark or the object is positioned too close to the edge of the tile it's sitting on.


	If the answer is C, always check the object's positioning before you start trying to fix the Zs. Normally, Z buffer problems only affect parts of an object, not whole sides. If an object is too close to the edge of a tile, it can push an item through a wall much the same as a severe Z buffer issue, but the problem can be easily fixed by simply moving the object back from the tile's edge. If positioning is the cause, then trying to fix the Z's may not fix the problem. Positioning affects Z buffers, so always make sure your object is positioned where you want it before you start working on Z buffer issues. Working on Z buffers then repositioning an item may make more work for you.


	If the answer is A, set your game to the largest/closest zoom and position your item in a clear space, then put a wall around the back of it on the two sides where you can see if the item sinks into it or not. Or put the item on a surface if that's the issue with it. Rotate your item so you can see all views of it against the wall/surface, to check for more problems. As you rotate it, check the smaller zooms as well. 


	If the answer is B, set your game to the largest/closest zoom and position your item in a clear space, then put a wall around it. If there is one side that will never be against a wall because it has to be used from that side, then you don't have to worry about that side. Once your wall is up, rotate the game view so you see all four sides of your object with the wall in front of it, to see if your item pokes through anywhere. As you rotate the game view, check the smaller zooms for issues as well. 


	If you see a problem at a smaller zoom but not at the closest zoom, and it looks very serious, check your object's positioning in that rotation, at that zoom. Sometimes objects end up closer to the edge of the tile in the smaller zooms because of how Tmog sets the positioning through the 'Set All' button. Otherwise, the smaller zooms should show similar problems as the largest zoom.


	When you've found all the problems, repeat the rotate on the largest zoom, but this time stop each time you see a Z buffer issue. Keep the wall up if it's an A problem, but use your mouse to partially drop the wall for a B problem, as you need to be able to see a bit of the object as well as the problem area with the wall in place. 

For each view with an issue, use the 'Print Screen' button on your keyboard to copy the image on your screen to your computer's clipboard. Click 'Alt' and your 'Tab' key together to switch from your game to another program or the desktop. Open your graphics program and paste your screen capture into it as a new image. 


	When you have screenshots of each view of your object with a problem, all as new images in your graphics program, save and close your game.


	In your graphics program, you need to open all of the object's Z sprites that correspond with the parts of the object where the Z buffer problems are. You may need to export the object's sprites (using the 'One Zoom, All Channels' option) to a work folder, if you don't already have them saved somewhere.


	In each of the screenshots, mask the area where the problem is, as well as enough of the object to match it up with a silhouette. An edge or corner or distinctive silhouette part of the object works best. Copy the masked area, then paste into the Z sprite that corresponds to that part of the object, in that view. Your pasted image will go grey, but you should still be able to position it so it covers the same area on the sprite. You may need to make the pasted image partially transparent while you get it into place, to be sure it's in the right spot. When you're sure it matches up with the Z sprite, mask the areas of the image where the item sinks or pokes. You can then delete the image, leaving the mask, which should now cover the areas of that Z sprite that need attention. 


	If the object sinks into walls behind it or tables/floors under it, the Z's need to be darkened. If the object pokes through walls in front of it, the Z's need to be lightened. Either way, it needs to be done very delicately. A little goes a long way when it comes to Z buffers. 

Your method will depend on your graphic program's capabilities. You may need to use a darkening/lightening brush, but a better method is if you can adjust the 'Tone' of your Z sprites. Tone usually includes darkening and lightening but, unlike a brush, you have complete control over how much effect it has.

The method I use is a bit different: My graphics program enables me to adjust the 'Gamma' of an image. If I want to darken Z sprites, I set the Gamma to .9. If I want to lighten them, I set the Gamma to 1.1. 

However you do it, do it as little as you can. It is better to have to do it a few times, a little each time, than to do it too much the first time and then have to sort out any problems that result from it.


	When you've darkened or lightened a little bit, save each sprite but don't close them.


	Open Transmogrifier and import into your object. This will get the adjusted Z's into your game.


	Close Tmog and open The Sims. Go to the lot where your object is and look it over again. You're looking for the same problems as last time. This time, the problems should be smaller, if they're still there at all. 


	If the problems are still there, repeat steps 6 to 13 as often as it takes to fix them. 

While fixing Z buffer problems is quite simple, it can be a time-consuming task because it involves both Tmog and The Sims game. Remember not to have Tmog and The Sims both open at the same time. Always make sure that one is closed before you start up the other or it can corrupt your files. The amount of time fixing Z buffer issues takes will vary depending on how bad the problem is. It's rare to fix it on the first attempt, but it does happen. If the problem is bad, you might be able to be a little more aggressive when dealing with it, but it's better if you have a bit of patience and keep your progress slow but steady. You will get there in the end.


So that's it. Now you know how to fix Z Buffer problems. Congratulations! Now go forth and tame the Z Beast! 






